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QUESTION 1

Your customer is interested in HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity, but is worried that it might make the IT team seem less
valuable to executives. How should you respond? 

A. Reassure the customer that the IT team won\\'t be affected in any way after the EaaS solution is installed and
properly integrated. 

B. Discuss ways that the customer can increase training so the IT staff has more marketable skills. 

C. Highlight how much money the company can save by reducing its IT staff and replacing the team, which is prone to
make errors with AI automation. 

D. Explain that IT is no longer burdened with just keeping the lights on, so it can focus on innovation to help the
company better complete. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What attitude do potential candidates for intelligent storage solutions nave toward data? 

A. They want to create separate compute and storage sites so that they can better protect their sensitive data. 

B. They want to help their systems to generate more data more quickly by deploying composable fabric solutions. 

C. They want to mine the data for insights that lead to actionable changes to their processes. 

D. They want to deal with the explosion of data by moving 100 percent or the data to the public cloud. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are proposing an HPE storage solution for a customer. What is a benefit that HPE Financial Services for the
solution can provide to the customer? 

A. HPE Financial Services advice and consulting options help customers to optimize where they deploy data, either on-
premises or in the cloud. 

B. HPE Financial Services help customers to self-fund the storage solution by increasing efficiency and unlocking
unused capacity. 

C. HPE Financial Services help customers to finance their storage solution by reducing cloud storage costs and
applying the savings to on-premises systems. 

D. HPE Financial Services migrate and grow model eliminates the need for paying for two systems during future
upgrades and data migration. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

What is the way that intelligent storage helps customers address business issues? (Choose two.) 

A. Control cloud spend with cost and utilization insights for all cloud services. 

B. Reduce time to stand up infrastructure from hours to minutes. 

C. Optimize data to the right economic model. 

D. Ensure that data complies with regulations and security policies. 

E. Manage resources and services across a hybrid cloud environment. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a way that the HPE Composable Fabric enable? customers to accelerate IT and Delist meet their business
needs? 

A. It speeds up provisioning time because services can any deployed on any combination of compute resources within
we fabric, regardless of location. 

B. It guarantees a flexible payment model that enables the customer to obtain necessary resources as soon as they are
required, rather than over months. 

C. It enables developers to quickly select services, based on multiple clouds and the on-premises enrollment using a
simple self-service catalog, 

D. It provides a unified management platform with templates that help admins more quickly update server and storage
firmware, as well as to troubleshoot more quickly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which issue with cloud services is a key driver for customers to return workloads to their on-premises environment? 

A. They cause over-provisioning. 

B. They lack flexibility. 

C. They lack security. 

D. They cannot scale. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

What is a way that HPE OneSphere helps customers to increase control over hybrid cloud environment? 

A. It enables consistent government policies across multiple cloud and the on-permises environment. 

B. As an innovative funding model for on-permises resources, it enables customers to pay only for the resources they
use. 

C. As an open ecosystem of third-party application, it gives customers greater choice over which apps run in the data
center. 

D. It provides AI-assisted insights into application performance and cuts across storage and compute silos. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What is a benefit of HPE InfoSight? 

A. It uses predictive analytics to improve IT efficiency by solving issues before the customer is even alerted. 

B. It uses AI to determinate whether workloads should run in the cloud or on-premises. 

C. It allows customers to curb secondary data copy sprawl and provide compliance for Service Level Agreement (SLA)
data protection requirements. 

D. It simplifies hardware lifecycle management with single pane of glass management. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which type of digital disruption technology is key to obtaining insights from the data companies collect? 

A. Composable infrastructure 

B. Artificial intelligence 

C. DevOps 

D. Augmented reality 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a feature that makes HPE OneSphere stand out from the competition? 

A. It integrates with HPE InfoSight to provide lifecycle management for servers and networking. 
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B. It can be combined with consumption-based funding models such as HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity. 

C. It is the first multi-cloud platform that is based on artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. 

D. It builds private cloud services using unique and proprietary HPE virtualization technologies. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

In what situation is it ideal to create a BVF for your potential customer? 

A. When you want to build long-time value, understand the customer\\'s business language and demonstrate your
added value. 

B. Because BVFs are time-consuming to create, you should only make one if your customer asks for it. 

C. When you\\'ve tried other selling tactics and the customer still hesitant about HPE solutions. 

D. You should create a BVF for every customer, regardless of account size and future potential earnings. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What is a topic that you should discuss to qualify a customer for an intelligent storage solution from HPE? 

A. The amount the customer paid for their previous storage solution. 

B. The ability for IT ops and developers to use the same tools across on-premises and public cloud environments. 

C. The need to gain more insight and data into cloud workloads and spending. 

D. The ability for IT to move data where it needs to be in a hybrid or multi-cloud environment. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the benefit HPE GreenLake Flex Capacity offers customers? 

A. It provides a public cloud solution, allowing them to migrate their services to an easily accessible cloud. 

B. It provides the ease-of-use and pay-as-you-go advantages of public cloud for an on-premises solution. 

C. It helps customer\\'s quality for low-cost leases for HPE-only solutions. 

D. Its on-premises-only workload deployment strategy saves them the expense of deploying workloads off premises. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 14

You explain that HPE OneView and HPE infrastructure support a unified API, and the customer asks what that means to
the business. What should explain? 

A. The HPE Unified API consolidate all warranty and support information about the customer\\'s solution into a single
interface, reducing management time. 

B. The HPE Unified API enables customer to integrate third-party automation tools and provision infrastructure in one
code, simplifying and accelerating IT. 

C. The HPE Unified API transforms legacy rack servers into hyper converged servers, which provide built-in data
protection for the customer\\'s valuable data. 

D. The HPE Unified API provides customers a single interface for their multi-cloud environment, giving customer more
control and visibility into workloads. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What common business need does the HPE multi-cloud management solution help customers address? 

A. the need to securely segment the on-premises environment from the cloud environment until cloud is eliminated. 

B. the need to create logical systems, in which each workload is dedicated to a single data center rack 

C. the need for a one-size-fits-all, on premises deployment model used for every business application and workload 

D. the need for visibility and control across all their cloud services and their on-premises environment 

Correct Answer: A 
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